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EDB’s newly appointed Chairman and Chief Executive Prabhash Subasinghe met with the country’s leading
exporters yesterday at the Board premises.
 
Twenty-five exporters, covering the country’s main export sectors, attended this meeting. At the outset, he
thanked them for the great contribution made by them to Sri Lanka’s economy, and acknowledged the
importance of exports to the country.
 
Exporters present at the meeting welcomed the appointment of Subasinghe, as he shares the interests of
the exporter community.
 
Subasinghe requested exporters to take pride in playing a major role in the development of the country.
The Chairman reiterated that the role of EDB is to facilitate exporters in reaching a higher export growth.
The exporters shared their expectations and export trends for 2020.  The exporters stressed the need for
policy consistency to support the exports of the country. 
 
Subasinghe asked how EDB could assist and intervene on penetrating to any new markets, and
emphasised the need to develop new products to expand the limited export basket. The exporters were
of the view that market access through new and existing FTAs is a priority to increase exports from Sri
Lanka. 
 
The need to focus on R&D, innovation for products, brand protection, geographical indication protection
particularly for agricultural products, land availability for expansion, and expediting hub operations were
also highlighted during the discussion as key factors necessary for a considerable increase of exports.  
 
The need for skilled labour for the cutting and polishing of the diamonds and other export industries was
stated. It was suggested to have more focused discussions with sectors on strategies to double exports
within next few years.

EDB Chairman meets leaders of top export sectors

Source : Daily FT # 01

Exporters highlight need for policy consistency, make other key recommendations

Stress market access through new and existing FTAs priority to increase exports

Welcome appointment of Prabash Subasinghe as Chairman
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Electrical and Electronics industry in Sri Lanka

The Sri Lankan Electrical and Electronics Industry is progressively stepping in to the global electronics
Value Added Supply Chain with products and services finding acceptance amongst the most important
Global Market Leaders. The Electrical and Electronics industry in Sri Lanka grew significantly over the
past 50 years and saw it being gradually elevated to the position of a key manufacturing industry
contributing towards export oriented growth. Having started as a basic assembler of Consumer
Electronics and products in the early 1970s, Sri Lanka shifted towards Electronic Components and
Assemblies in post 1977s. In 2019, the industry’s contribution to the total export revenue was US
$381.17 million. According to the OECD classification of manufacturing industries, this falls under the
medium high technology and high technology industries in Sri Lanka. The industry mainly caters for
Automobile, Telecommunication, Consumer Electronics, Industrial Automation, IoT, and many other
verticals.
 
The major companies in the sector perform their manufacturing operations within the export
processing zones under the purview of the Board of Investment of Sri Lanka (BOI). The Sri Lanka
Electronic and Electrical Manufactures’ Association (SLEMEA) was established to support and strengthen
the industry as a sector while obtaining necessary government support and has contributed, to a
considerable extent, in promoting the sector growth.
 
At present the country has become a center of excellence for electronics design and development and
the industry moves towards the emerging technologies as IOT, Robotics, Bio-Medical, Analytics and to
world known Research and Development segments.
 
The top exporting destinations are Switzerland, Maldives, United States, United Kingdom, Hong Kong,
Japan, China, Bangladesh, India, Thailand and Germany.
 
 

Cont ... >>>
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Key exports from Sri Lanka are noise suppression Capacitors, Noise Suppression Coils, Seat Belt
Sensors, Power Suppliers And Inductors, Transformers, Electrical Panel Boards, Electrical Switches and
Sockets, Data Communication and Telecommunication Cables, Industrial Plugs, Machined Mechanical
Components, Machined Components Assembly, Coil Windings on Non-Uniform Bobbins, Cable
Harnessing, Surface Mounted Printed Circuit Boards, Automotive Harnessing, Seat Belt safety Safety
Sensor Harness for Automobiles, Electrical Power Cables, enameled Winding Wires, LV Switch Boards
& Modular Enclosures, IoT Devices.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The strengths of the Sri Lankan electrical and electronics industry are Its like trade relations with
Europe and proximity to India’s booming electronic and Automotive markets, skilled middle tier
technology workforce and intelligent and trainable labour in conformity with the ILO requirements,
British Commercial Law System with English as the business language, European & Japanese
Technology descent with matured   investments, and adherence to all international Standards with
cutting Edge Technology.
 
In 2019, the sectors total earnings had amounted to US $ 381.17 million. The sector enjoys strong
growth prospects considering the predicted growth for the Global Electronics Market.
 
In support of the long-felt need to, establish a strong electronics industry in Sri Lanka, the University of
Moratuwa’s   Department of Electronic and Telecommunication Engineering, submitted a proposal to
the government for the 2014 National Budget requesting an allotment to set up of a Facilitation Centre
for Advanced Electronics Design (FCAED) to specifically support start-ups in Electronics and also carry
out extensive capacity building related to state-of-the-art-Electronics Design Tools. The Government
positively responded to this proposal, making it a medium term initiative by providing a Rs. 160 million
grant setup the center, which is operational now.
 
Through the FCAED, start –up companies will be provided with a host of services for : Electronic Design
Automation (EDA) tools for IC (Chip) design and PCB design; High –end FPGA development boards
including ASIC Prototyping Boards; 3D Printing services for Product Enclosures; Work Space for
Engineers (only limited number of seats); Dedicated hosting space for their designs with full protection;
and training on advanced EDA tools. 
 
Backed by these favorable developments in the global electronics market and in Sri Lanka along with
the EDB’s decision to prioritize promoting the sector, along with a few other selected industries under
the National Export Strategy being formulated for the next five years, it is set for tremendous growth.
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ANNOUNCEMENT
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO EXPORTERS

(Specially for Exporters to UK)
Updated on 30-01-2020

The United Kingdom (UK) will leave the EU on 31st January 2020.

After 31st January 2020, there will be transition period until the end of 2020, while the UK and the EU
negotiate additional arrangements regarding the withdrawal.

The current rules on Trade, travel, and business for the UK and EU will continue to apply during the
transition period. This means;

 

 

 All Sri Lankan products, which currently enjoy duty-free market access in the EU under “GSP
Plus” will be able to enjoy the same duty-free access in the UK market from 01.02.202 until
31.12.2020, which is known as the transition period.
 The Department of Commerce (DOC), in consultation with the Sri Lanka High Commission in
London, will inform you in due course of the terms and conditions the UK will apply to exports
with effect from 01.01.2021.
 All (EU GSP Plus) Rex-registered exporters can continue to ship their “EU-GSP Plus entitled”
merchandise to the UK market with a “Statement of Origin”, which is similar to what they
currently make with regard to their EU-bound exports.
 New exporters, who are not Rex-registered up to now, are advised to obtain the REX –
registration from the DOC, located on 4th floor, “Rakshana Mandiraya”   21 Vauxhall Street,
Colombo 02 as soon as possible.
 Rules of Origin for goods exported to the UK market till 31.12.2020 will be same as those
applied under the EU “GSP Plus”.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

For any additional information, please contact any of the following DOC officials,

Ms. Thavishya Mullegamgoda / Asst. Director of Commerce – 0112329733 Ext. 252 / thavishya@doc.gov.lk

Ms. Samodhi Perera/ Asst. Director of Commerce – 0112329733 Ext. 234 / samodhi@doc.gov.lk

Ms. Mekhala Abeykoon/ Asst. Director of Commerce – 0112329733 Ext. 234 / mekhala@doc.gov.lk

Department of Commerce
Colombo 02
30.01.2020

Source : Dept. of Commerce



 
If you looking for an opportunity to find business partners such as Cannon , Fujithsu, Hithachi
in the Lucrative Japanese market? Or are you thinking on how to invade into the Japanese
Market. If so, never to miss this opportunity. EDB is calling for the applications from the
companies with the cutting edge technologies to join it’s delegation to Japan IT Week 2020 from
8th -10th April 2020.
 
More than 30 companies have been assisted by Sri Lanka Export Development Board (EDB)
where the delegates had opportunities to meet with global investors and experts, learn about
latest industry trends and explore commercial partnerships and to gin tech know-how which is
vital support for them to expand their businesses on Japanese market. As a result there are Sri
Lankan ICT/BPM companies who have opened their branch offices in Japan, managed to sign
up joint ventures and win prospective deals from Japan.
 
In 2020 EDB is renewing its participation at Japan IT Week 2020, which will be held from 8th to
10th  April 2020 in  Tokyo, Japan. It’s the world’s leading ICT/BPM focused exhibition, which
provide a myriad of opportunities for professionals, vendors, service providers and customers
to meet exhibitors from across the world and develop profitable business relationships.
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EDB CONTINUES TO PROMOTE SRI LANKA ICT/BPM
PRODUCTS IN JAPAN IN 2020

Sri Lanka Pavilion at Japan IT Week 2019

Cont ... >>>



 

In line with the Government of Sri Lanka’s continuous efforts to drive exports driven economy
especially though adaptation and innovation, the EDB organized the Sri Lanka pavilion at Japan
IT Week for 5 consecutive years since 2015.
 
This year marks the 29th edition of the event and organizers state there will be 89,000 visitors
and 1,490 Exhibitors around the world.
 
Sri Lanka's ICT/BPM solutions providers are no strangers to Japan's IT sector, with many Sri
Lankan companies already providing software, mobile, big data and other solutions for leading
Japanese companies spanning Hitachi, Fujitsu, and Canon IT Solutions. These lines of business
have generated considerable export revenues for Sri Lanka, with government initiatives such as
the mission to Japan IT Week expected to inject further revenues for the country.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EDB has organized a number of workshops and client engagements on the Japanese market
with the intention of promoting the Sri Lanka ICT/BPM sector in Japan and vice versa. This is
also an effort to clear the dilemma in most of the Sri Lankan companies on the Japan market
and encourage them by sharing the tips on how to successfully win business deals in Japan.
 
The EDB in collaboration with Sri Lanka Embassy in Japan is organizing the Sri Lanka Pavilion
and the Country Seminar for the 6th consecutive year in 2020 with the participation of 10
ICT/BPM companies who would be   interested to start business with the potential Japanese
clients. 
 
The application and details are available at ;
https://www.srilankabusiness.com/announcements/#announcement_item_15
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Sri Lanka Country Seminar at JISA HQ, Tokyo - 2018
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SCHEDULE
RATES OF EXCHANGE

EFFECTIVE FROM 24TH FEBRUARY 2020 TO 1ST MARCH 2020

Source : Sri Lanka Customs
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EDB sets up Help Desk for customers

The Export Development Board has taken
an initiative to enhance the efficiency and
effectiveness of EDB services delivering
satisfaction to all customers.
 
The exporters, entrepreneurs and public
alike will be assisted through the help desk
on support services and necessary guidance
on other related institutions.
 
The public can now contact the help desk
during working days from 8:30 to 4:15 p.m.
to request assistance.

HOTLINE : 011 2 300 710
E-MAIL     : helpdesk@edb.gov.lk
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International Trade Exhibitions & Events in Sri Lanka
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International Trade Exhibitions Conferences, Fairs &
B2B Meetings (overseas)
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International Trade Exhibitions Conferences, Fairs &
B2B Meetings (overseas) - Cont.
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